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Tbis is meant to be another chapter on Russell's pもilosopby of language. In

tracing the development of Russell's linguistic pbilosopby during his creative period

of `logical atomism', fairly large topics Ⅵ7ill be found to emerge from his theory of

descriptions; amon宮tbem his theory of proper names occupleS a Very Slgnificant

place. After a brief survey of proper names as a grammatical category, a syntactic

and loglCal definition is glVen. His logically proper names turn out to be inextricably

bound up with the notion of `acquaintance'. In terms
of his logically proper names,

ordinary names will then be found to be
abbreviations of descriptions and only de-

monstratives are admitted as proper names. Demonstratives are among 'egocentric

particulars', wbicb in turn are examiI一ed. The paper concludes that Russell's theory

of proper names may be a sort of compromise between the two opposing tbeoriesby

Mill and Frege, and that in a wider perspective his theory could be linguistically

regarded as a manifestation of langlユage-aCquistion problems.

0. This paper is intended to be another chapter

ob Russell's philosophy of language wbicb im-

mediately follows the discussions on his theory

of descriptoユS. The theory of descriptions, with

wbich Ⅵ7e COユCerned ourselves previously,
1)

crystalised his thoughts into what he calls
Ethe

pbilosopby of logical atomism'. My chief con-

cern will then be with his linguistic pbilosopby

mainly in this period in general, and with his

views concernng the problems of proper names

in particular, touching upon his later concep-

tions of the same problems.

1. From August 1914 until the end of1917Rus-

sell was wholly occupied with matters arising

out of his opposition to the war, but by the

beginning of 1918, bavi皿g been persuaded that

there was no further pacificist work be could

usefully do, he began to work at philosophical

subjects. His `pbilosopby of logical atomism' is

perhaps the best record of this period.2)

Tbe eight lectures, delivered i皿 London in

the first months of 191B, are said by himself

to be concerned with explaining certain ideas

い Kimihira (1971)

2) Russell (1918)
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wbicb be learnt from his former pupil Ltldig

Wittgenstein. They provide an extended and

systematic account of Russell's tbougbts in a

critical period of his philosophy. My attentiorl

will be focussed on linguistic aspects of
them,

especially on their approach to the problems of

names.

2. In my previous paper, his theory of des-

criptions is semantically examined and criticised･

And when we try to trace the path of develop-

ment of Russell's pbilosopby of
language, we

will find fairy large topics springing from the

theory of descriptions; among tbeln his theory

of proper names seems to us to occupy a very

slgnificant place.

3. Before embarking upon the examination of

Russell's philosophical theory of proper names,

proper names as one category of the natural

language (say, of English) may be briefly con-

sidered in the light oI Kimihira (1963).

An ordinary pr()per name may be rccognizcd

as a sign having identification as its specific
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purpose, and for that purpose it depends upon

its distinctive sound alone and that without

regard to any meaning possessed or acquired
by

the slgn. This conception of proper names as

■identificatio工1 SlgnS Ca】ユbe traced back to Mill's

idea of names as Eunmeaning marks'; they arc

labels stuck upon the referens in order to be

･distinguisbed
from others. Here a connotative

･or conceptual meaning associated with a proper

name does not constitute the theoretical mean-

.ing of the word in Language (Saussurean '1an-

gue'), while the former must be taken account

･JOf
in the actual meaning in Speech (`parole').

And this antithesis between co工】nOtative and

I,denotative functions of names may be said to

have, as ∇e will see, its pbilosopilical coun-

terpart
of descriptions

and logically proper

names.

Ordiエーary proper names are far from purely

･demonstrative logically proper names. Because

･of
their status of linguistic slgnS, they get easily

トCOnnOted･ and, thus used descriptively, t'ney

may gain fairly fixed meallings after sufficient

･occurrences in some definite context, and they

may finally be admitted into Language as con-

･cept-evoking symbols, i. e. common nouns.

h4･
In Russell (1918), Russell defines proper

names as words for
particulars, which in turn

-are
defined as terms

of relations in
atomic

iacts･ This may be said to be purely syntactic

definition･ An
atomic fact is represented by a

simple sentence containing no二embedded senten-

ces and baying no logical
words such as quanti-

~fiers or
connectives. (Propositions are called

p`molecular'when they contains other proposi-

tions which may be called their atoms and when

they have logical connectives such as `if', 一and,,

and so forth.) The `relations' in his definition

rof particulars includes not only a dyadic
relation

(e.g･ 'love'), a triadic relation (e.g. 'give･) and
so forth, but also a predicate as a monadic

relation･ The `terms'of a relation is, inamore

modern phraseology, its `arguments'.

A proper name will be, in terms rlof these

definitions, a word which can never occur in a

sentence except as a subject or a term-word,

i･e･ as anargument･ you may say that in a

→proposition
`Socrates is a man' ･a

man, is an

1) Russell (1948) p.88.

2) Zbid., p.89.

argume王It Of the dyadic relation `is'; the sentece,

however, has the same meaning as the selltenCe

'Socrates is human', so that the common noun

is ullneCeSSary and can be replaced by the pre-

dicate 'human'. The subject-predicate relation-

ship is converted here into a molladic relation-

ship. Using the traditional `syncategorimatic'

and 'non-syncategol･imatic' distinction, his de-

finition of course leads to the view
that proper

names are not syncategorimatic.

Tbe definition of particulars as terms of

relations in
atomic facts are purely logical. Qua

loglClanS it is unnecessary to know beforelュand

`Tbis is is a particular', or `Tbat is a particular'.

The whole question of what what particulars

we actually find in the real world is a purely

empirical one
which concerns empirical scierト

tists, including linguists. =Pure logic has no

occasion for names, since its proposition contain

only variables. Blユt the loglClan may ∇Onder, in

his unprofessional moments, what constants

could be substituted for variables.〃1) Every

application of logic (and hence of mathematics)

consists in the substitution of constants for

variables. In applied loglC, tO know what sort

of constants can be substituted for what sort

of variables is very important. If any kind of

bierarcby is admitted among variables, `proper

names'w呈11
be `constants

wbicb are values of

variables of
lowest type'. 2)

5. A logically proper llame, aS defined above,

can only be abplied to a particular with which

we are acquainted, because nothing can be

named with wbicb weare not acquainted. Thus

his loglCally proper names center crtlCially

around the notion of `acquainiance'.

Tbe concept of `acquaintance'may be said to

be the central pillar of Russell's theory of names

in particular and of his epistemology in general.

His account of knowledge by acquailltanCe aIld

knowledge by description is glVen in Russell

(1910), and, in a shorter and morepopularver-

sion, in Rusell (1912). There kno∇1edge by ac-

quaintance is contrasted with knoⅥ71edge by

description.

We say that "We have acquaintance with

anything of wbicb we are directly aware,

without the intermediary of any process of in-
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ference or any knowledge oトtrutbs"1) When

we are `acquainted with an object we have a

direct cognitive relation
to that object･ The

cognitive relation here means not the sort of

relation which constitutes judgement, but the

sort which constit.1teS presentation.
2) Thus the

relation of subject and object which is called

Lacquaintance' is simply the converse of the

relation of object and subject whic壬1 COnStitutes

presentaion.

His systematic doubt of everything, following

Descartes, leads him to the conclusion that only

those objects with wbicb a relation of direct

.awareness
is possible are certaiム, and

that these

,are
always sense-data, and never physical ob-

jects; the existence of physical objects can be

doubted, while it is impossible to doubt the

existence of sense-data. The former are known

to us by what be calls `knoⅥ71edge by descrlp-

tion'wbicb depends for its theoretical support

on his theory of descriptions. In addition to

awareness of palrticular existents, which may be

･ca11ed
awareness of par:iculars, there will be

awarareness of universals (e.g. a concept or

.a relation).
3) There are thus at least two sorts

of objects with which we may be acquainted,

namely particulars and universals. And it is no

doubt those `particular'particulars that concern

directly the problems of names.

Knowledge unobtainble by acquaintance

must, if it is to be any l【nowledge at all, be

knowldege by description. We have a descriptive

knowledge of an object when we know that it

is the obj'ect having some property or properties

vitb which we are acquainted; when we know

that the property or properties in question bel

long to one object and no more, we are said to

have knowledge of that oneobject by descrip-

･tion, wbetber
or not we are acquainted with

the object.4)
Thus our knowledge of physical

object and other minds is only knowledge by

description. The fundamental epistemological pr-

inciple in the analysis of propositions containing
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descrptions is this: Every PrOPosiion which we

can understand must be composed wholly of

constiluenis with which we are acquainted.5)

The prlnCiple may be restated as 王ollows:

whenever a relation of supposing or juding

occurs, ike terms io which ike supposing
or

judging mind is related
by ike relation oJ

supposing or judging must be terms With

which ike mind in question is acquainiied･6)

In the light of Russell's distinction between

･knoⅥ71edge by acquaintce'and `knowledge by

description', we can now understand･ with

Clack7), vby it is that, in the ideal language

which Russell envisages, only those words with

wbicb we are acquainted can be regarded as

proper names. The conclusion
seelnS tO Clack

to be reached in this way: (1) in accordance

with the reference theory of meaning, meanings

are obiecis meant, entities designated by words

functioning as names': (2) to understand
a word･

then, we must know
what it means, what en-

tity it refers to; (3) since the only genuinely

cognizable entities are those with which
we are

acquainted, it follows that only words
desig-

nating objects of acquaintan鴫Or WOrds defin-

able in terms of such objects,
are intelligible

to us. Thus, (4) in an ideal language, all words

standing for ultimate constituents (the 'logical-

1y proper names' of the language) must be

words that designate objects with Ⅵ7bicb we are

acquainted; otherwise the basic words in the

language
would be unintelligible･

6. In terms of Russell's theory of acquaintance

it is obvious that most ordinary
names, if not

all, of natural language cannot be said to func-

tion as logically proper names･

=wbat pass for names in language･ like

`socrates', `Plato', and
so forth, were orlglnally

intended to fulfil this function of standing for

particulars, and we do accept, in ordinary daily

life, as particulars all sorts of things that real-

ly are not so. The names that we commonly

1) Russell (1912) p･46･

2) Russell (1910) (inRussell (1917), p･152 Tbrougbout the paper, Russell (1910) is referred to

by the pagination of the 1917 reprint.)

3) Russell (1910), p･155･

4) Ibid., p.166.

5) Zbid., p.159.

6) Ibid., p.160.

7) Clack (1972), p.29.
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use, l'ike` Socrates',
･are rea11y -'abbreviation畠

for descriptiわns; not Only that, but what they

describe are not particulars but complicated

systems of classes or series."1)
As defined

above, a n･ame, in a narrow loglCal sense of

the word whose meaning is a particular,
can

only be applied to a particular with which the

speaker is acquainted,
because we cannot name

anything
w,e are not acquainted with. The

descriptions here may b･e `tlle Master
of Plato',

or `the phil-osopher who drank the hemlock',

`the person whom logicians assert to be mor-

tal', or if we pretend to know
nothin宮, Simply

`tbe person whose name is called `Socrat･es'.

When R'ussell is talking in a popular way,

be treats people and objects in the external

world as if they were simple entities; he treats

them as if they were particulars, and betreats

ordinary proper names as if they were logi･cally

proper names. When be contrasts `Scott'witb

'the author of Waverley', he is evidently citing

the latter as an example of a description, re-

garding tile for■mer as a name. Herebe is glVng

an everyday example of this contrast as it

exists in our ordinary language about the ex-

ternal world. If not logically true, we often do

treat people and objects in the external world

as if they were simple entities. As
contrasted

with the description, 'the author of Waverley',

`Scott'is a simple symbol (i.e., a symbol wbicll

does not llaVe any parts that are symbols), a

simple symbol used to designate a certain par-

ticular or by extension an object wllicb is 皿Ot

particular but is treated for the moment as if

it were, or is falsely believed to be a particu-1ar,

such as a person.
2) Thus, thoulgh the

･ordinary

proper name `Scot' is not a loglCally proper

name, it can be used as if it were a logically

proper name. That is to say, sometimes when

a person uses he name 'Scott'he will bethink-

ing of its aclu･al denolation directly wiiho<w't

ike inierveniion oj any descri?lion; in lu's

thought the denotation will not be s?lit u3,

info its element.3)

Russell seems to admit the acquaintance

with o血eS℃lf; hence Ion-e's (Ordinary) proper

name is a logically proper name to oneself.

"Assuming that there is su･ch a thing as direct

ac･quaintance w､ith oneself, Bismarck him昏elf

might have used his name directly to designate

the particular person wi也 wbom be was ac-

quainted. In this case, if he
made a ].udgement

about himself, be himself might be a constituent

of the judgement. Here the proper name has

the direct use which it always wishes to have,

as simply stranding for a certain object, and not

for a descripti･on of the object."4) Strictly,

however, Bis.narck might.not be the particular

with which eved he himself could be acquainted

with; the name lS, accurately, even for Bis-

marck, a symbol for a complicated system of

particulars and relations. The concept `person'

is what he calls
'a logical fiction'; it is a kind

of `coIIStruCt'out of data provided tbrougb sense

experience.

His definitio皿Of proper names as words for

particulars with which one is tLCquainted thus

banishes most ordinary proper names of natural

language from thre domain of l喝ica11y proper

names. What is required as logically proper

names is that they directly refer
to objects

without being described in any degree. This

qualification makes it very difficult to get any

instance of a logically proper name.

According to Russell, y`the only words
one

does use as names in the logical sense are words

like 'this'or 'that'. Onecan use 'this'as a name

to
stand for a particular with wbicb one is

acquainted at the moment."5) These demon-

strative slgⅢS alone can be used to refer to an

object so directly that it would be impossible

to rep,lace them with a description. Notice that,

as Russell says, if you try to ap.prehend the

proposition that l am expressing when l say

LThis is white', you are not using a proper

name; you mean this pleCe Of chalk as apbysi-

cal object, which in the Russellian view cannot

be named. It is only when you use `tbis'quite

strictly, to stand for an actual object of sense,

that it is really a proper name.

1) Russell (1918) (in Russell (1956), p.200 Throughout the paper,

Russell (1928) is referred to by the pagination of the 1956 reprint.)
2) Russell (1918), p.244.

3) Pears (1967), p･49. (The italics are Pears'.)

4) Russell (1912), p.54.

5) Russell (1918), p.201.
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A demonstrative $1.gn aS a logically proper

name has a very odd property: "it seldom means

the same thing two moments running and
does

not mean the s･ame thing. to the speaker aⅠ1d to

the bearer. It is an ambiguous proper name,

but it is really a pr{)per namealltbe same, alld

it is almost the only thing I can think oftbat

is used properly and logically in the sense that

l was talking of for a proper name･り1) Thus

Clack sums up the truly radical character of RusI

sell's views concerning logically proper names:

(1) a logically proper name, in so'far as it

is functioning as a name, cannot designate

the same object for two different people; and

(2) a logically proper name can designate only

those entities with which we acquainted ai ike

moment.
2)

7. The only words qualifying as logically pro-

per names, then, are demonstrative slgnS,一this'

and
`tbat'. The demonstratives are among words

wbicb Russell calls `empbatic particulars' in

Russell (1918). Hesays, 3) =I place most reliance

on the argument about `empbatic particulars',

`tbis', `Ⅰ', all that class of words, that pick out

certain particulars from the universe by their

relation to oneself‥. `Tbis', of course, is what

I call an `emphatic particular'. It is simply a

proper name for the present object of attention,

a proper name, meaning notlling･
It is am-

biguous, because the object of attention is aト

ways cbanglng from one moment to moment

and from one person to person."

`Tbis', as said in the above paragraph, is

ambiguous
in one sense, but, in another sense･

it is not; it is not ambiguous,
like (say) `Jobn

smitb', wbicb is bomonymous, 1･e･ the ordinary

proper name of many men･ロnlike bomonymous

names, `tbis' is at each moment the name of

only one object in one person's speecb･ Given

the speaker and the time, the referent (which

is the meaning) of `tbis'is unambiguous･4)

Tbat the meaning of these demonsratives

varies with almost every occasion of their use
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may suggest that the ordinary function ()f words

wllicb he calls `empbatic particulars'
is not to

name objects but to serve as aids to orien-

tation.5) Later in Russell (1940),血e himself

adopts something like this view･ and argues

that all the loglCally proper names denoting

wbat血e now calls `egocentric particulars'
can

be defined in terms of the single demonstrative

pronoun 'this'.
6)

･Egocentric particulars'are
defined as the

words whose meanlng Varies with the speaker

and his position in time and space; their deno-

tation is relative to the speaker･ Demonstrative

pronouns, personal pronouns, adverbs of time

and place (`now', `then', `here; `there'`near'･

`far', etc.) are examples. Tense in verbs Ⅱ1uSt

be included among them; they determine time

by reference
to the time when the words are

uttered. Reicbenbacb calls egocentric parti-

culars ･token-reflexive words'7) Here the dis-

tinction is made between 'token' and 'symbol',

･token'meaning the individual sign, and `symbol'

meaning the class of slmilar tokens･ Egocentric

particulars
are slgnS Ⅵ7bicb refer

to the cor-

responding token used in an individual act of

utterance; they may therefore be called token-

reflexive.

As lnentioned above, all egocentric slgnS

can be defined in terms of `tbis': `Ⅰ'is defined

as ･tbe biography to wbicb this belongs'; `bere'

as `tbe place of tbis';
`now'as `tbetime of

tbis'. and so on. It does not seem equally fe･a-

sible to take some other egocentric vord
as

fundamental, and define `tbis' in terms of it:

in this sense, ･tbis'seems to belongto the `min-

imum vocabulary' of tile English language･

(when we define 'this'as 'the object to which

I now attend', this is evidently circular: 'I'and

･now' are already defined in terms of `tbis'･)

Russell thus concludes that `this' is to be de-

fined ostensively and other egocentric parti-

culars
are defined nominally

by means of `tbis'･

Tbe ordinary
names of entities presently

existent or historically existent can be defined

1) Russell (1918), p.201･

2) Clack (1972), p.34･ (The ltalics are Clack's･)

3) Russell (1918), p.222･

4) Russell (1948), p.100.

5) Ayer (1972), p.58･

6) Russell (1940), pp.108 ff; Russell (1948), pp･100 ff･

7) Reicbenbacb (1947), p.284･
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verbaly in terms of 'this'･ "Suppose you are in

Washington
and some one says `that･s Nixon',

tbeユ`Nixon'is defi工Ied as `tbe persn whom you

are now seeing'-or, morefully:
`tbat series of

OCCurrenCeS,
cOntituting a person, of which this

is one･Hl) Itwillthusbefound that every name

applied tc･ some
portion of space-time canhave

a verbal definition in wbicb tbe Ⅵ70rd `tbis'

occurs･ This will be a criterion by wbicb the

ordinary name of a historical character can be

distinguished from that of a fictious person,

such as liamlet,
wbicb is a pure description.

According to this later
vieⅥ7 0f Russell's it

would follow that, apart from such words as

Lthis'and 'that', every name is a description

.1nVOIving some this, and only a name in virtue

of the truth of some proposition.2) Here ･Soc-

rates'is given the status of a (quasi-) name,

while `Ⅰ壬amlet' is excluded even from this

status.

8･ The conceptioIIS Of Russell's concerning pro-

per names血ave offended the linguist Gardiner3) ;

it is so
removed from the ordinary linguistic

conception as to appear almost fantastic. A

severe
criticism is also made by pbilosopbers of

another camp: ordinary-language philosophers.

Russe11's theory of proper names, which we

have
examined so far, however,

maybe regard-

ed as a loglCal
conclusion of his consistent ad_

herence to his views of
language

and the extra-

linguistic world; among his views one of the

most important is lュis theory of acquaintance.

The conclusion concerning proper names follows

from the premise that only those objects can

be named with which we are acquainted.

To answer the question wbetber his analysュs

of proper names is correct or not, we should

first
need to establish a standard of correct_

ness･ If the standard were conformity to every-

･day
usage, a correct analysis would have to

convey what it does convey in the way how it

is actualy conveyed when people use proper

names. Russell would not find criticisms from

ordinary-language pbilosopllerS damaglng; if 地e

1) Russell (1948), p.93.

2) Zbid., p.94.

3) Gardiner (1953) pp.57 ff.

4) Clack (1972), p.35.

5) Russell (1918), p.198.

6) Kimihira (1962)

correctrleSS Of his analysis is judged by this

standard, he does not care about correctness.

If his analysュs involves some departure from

the conventions of ordnary
language, so much

the Ⅵ70rSe for ordinary language. Above all, we

should observe that Russell is not primarily

interested in elucidating the ordinary uses of

natural language, as ordinary-language philo-

sophers claim to. In this view, the Russelレ

Gardiner controvery migbt 皿Ot be conflicting;

they might present two differe工1t approaches to

languages, natural or artificaial.

My concern here has been prlmarily with

his theory of names as an importantlink inbis

search for an ideal laguage. In the ideal lan-

guage which he
envisages, all words which func-

tion as names can be used only in the actual

presence of the object being named.4) In RusI

sell's ideal language the words in a proposition

would correspond one by one with tile COm-

ponents of the corresponding facts, with the

exceptio∫1 0f logical connectives and qua工Itifiers.

In a logically perfect
language, there will be

one lVOrd and ∫lo more for every simple object,

and everything that is not. simple will
be ex-

pressed by combination of simple words. This

sort of
langtlage

Will
be completely analytic, and

will sllOW at a glance the loglCal structure of

the facts asserted or denied･ =A logically per-

fect languge, if it could be constructed, 甲ould

not only be intolerably prolix, but, as regards

its vocabulary, would be very largely private

to one speaker･ That is to say all the names

that it would use would be private to that speak-

er and could not enter into the language of

another speaker･ It could not use use proper

names for Socrates or Picaddilly- ‥
"5)

9･ Russell's theory of proper names is some-

times regarded as oIle Variant of the `referential

theory of mealling': the view that the meaning

of the word is the object for wbicb it stands.

An attempt has been made in my previous

papers) to
clarify some fundamental notions

concerning meaning. There the term `meanillg'
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lis introduced to designate the relation (function)

fCOnStituting
the linguistic sign. The two ter-

minals (i.e. arguments) entering into the mean-

ing relation are Saussurean `signifiant' and

`signfi6': a linguistic slgn is thus a relation

field established by the two terminals centering

rou王1d the relation `meaning'. Beside the intra-

ユinguistic relation centering roung the meaning,

the other semantically fundamental relation
is

the relation between a linguistic slgn and an

･.extra-linguistic entity. The extra-linguistic

entity in question is called the `referent'of the

剖gn. The referent is related with the slgn

itself, a relation field, rather than with the

d`signfi6', one of
the terminals･ The relation

thus established is called the 'denotation'; and

the denotation, together with its terminals,

the referent and
the sign, constitutes a relation

ザield called the `reference'.

In terms of these notions, Russell's theory

･of
names might at first seem to be dubbed 're-

ferential'. Russell sometimes speaks of proper

names `meaning'extra-linguistic er什ities.
Here

we are reminded of Wittgeヱ1Stein; thus he says,

･山The name means the objecヒs. The ob,'ect is its

meanin.,u.〃1) The word, `meaning', howeyer, is

very ambiguous. In our ter皿i皿Ology, Wittgefト

1Stein's
`Gegenstand'may be reworded as `refer-

･ent'. And, when Russell speaks of names mean-

ing things, be is not equating the meaning of

a linguistic slg皿in general with its referent･

He is merely asserting that the meaning (i王1

our sense) of a nalne is different from its de-

scriptions, and that, if we seek some COunter-

part ot meaning in the case of a name, it may

correspond to its referent.

Tbus considered, it may turn out that Rus-

sell's standpoint is fairly akin
to that

of his

･oppoユent, Gardiner. Both share Mill's vie∇ that

we use a proper name to refer alld not to de-

,scribe;
a proper name predicate nothing and

･consequently
does not have a sense (i.e. a

meaning in our terminology). Russell of course

･does not ignore Frege's famous `Morning Star-

Evening Star' example wbicb leads bin to the

･tbesis
that any singular term must have a sense.

.He
propses the ttheory of descriptions'to take

.care of Frege's assertion, and thus Russell's

-&heory, at least
concerning proper names,
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might be regarded
as a畠ort of compromisebe-

tween Mill and Frege. And his theory of logト

cally proper names might be said to be Mill's

thesis pushed to its logical conclusion･

In a wider perspective Russell's tbeory of

proper names ce工1terS around the theory of

language-acquisition. His theory of acquaint-

ance, his doctrine of ostensive definition, of min-

imum vocabulary, and of egocentric particlars,

all of them might be regarded as manifestations

of his concern
with problems of language-

acquisition. Detailed results of his thnking on

this subject appears in Russell (1921) and
later

works. There develops his bebaviositic approach

to lpnguage-acquistion problems. And this,

then, will be our next theme.
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